+ (j)(l)*( () (j)(Z») for () =NFP-a(%a)
since 1 V> carries NFP=O, and it is a function of the ratios arias mutiplied by the delta function O(~rar). However, the Jacobi identity has been shown to be valid when the space-time dimension is the critical one D=26.1) The above example clearly seems to contradict the general proof of the identity. The purpose of this paper is to clarify why and how the Jacobi identity breaks down. The point is that the string functional r has vanishing string-length a3=E---+0.
If we calculate the LHS of Eq. (1·1) with (j) (3) =r by keeping E finite and then take the limit E---+ 0, there is no problem at all. However, in the above calculation, Eqs. (1· 3) and (1·4), we take the limitE ---+ ° in one of the * -products first and then calculate the other *-product, and this causes the breakdown of the Jacobi identity. In the context of the general proof of the Jacobi identity, Eqs. (1·3) and (1·4) correspond to Laurentexpanding the LHS of Eq. (1·1) with respect to cia (a=al or az). However, this expansion fails when the interaction points of the two 3-string vertices in the identity are close to each other. We can pick up the singularity in the naive Laurent expansion in the general proof to reproduce the anomaly (1·4). We also present the correct treatment of the identity when Ic/al~l. The above example of the Jacobi identity anomaly, however, does not imply that the classical solution W o (1· 2) is meaningless. For W o (1· 2) the singularity of the naive Laurent expansion is milder and does n()t develop an anomaly. In fact, the Jacobi identity (1·1) with (j)(3) = W o requests the BRS invariance of the 3-string vertex, ~~=lQB(r)1 V(I, 2, 3»=0, which is of course satisfied when D=26.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In § 2 we recapitulate the general proof of the Jacobi identity presented in Ref. 1) . The detailed analysis of the mechanism of the Jacobi identity breaking is presented in § 3. In § 4 we give a correct treatment of the Jacobi identity when Ic/al~l. Section 5 is devoted to a summary and discussion. In Appendix A we present the correct expression of the formulae given in Ref. 3) . In Appendices Band C we derive various formulae for the Neumann coefficients used in the text. § 
Review of the proof of Jacobi identity
Before starting the detailed analysis of the Jacobi identity for the counterexample mentioned in § 1, we in this section recapitulate the general proof of the Jacobi identity given in § IV of Ref. 1). In the following, we adopt the formulation where one of the ghost zero-modes, Jrco, is omitted from the start (see § V of Ref. 1)). We refer to Refs. 3) and 4) for notations used in this paper.
First, the 3-string vertex 1 V(1, 2, 3» for the strings 1,2 and 3 is given by x a(~zero-modes), is the oscillator expression of the a-functional of the string connection, GI=ij7[aTJr c (T)(!5I) is the ghost coordinate at the interaction point, PIZ3 is the product of projectors P = j':.7C(d8j2Jr)exp(i8(L+ -L-)) on to the subspace invariant under the rigid !5-translation, and the factor /l is given by flea, b, c)=exp( -ro(a, b, c)
The Jacobi identity is diagrammatically expressed in Fig. 1 . The first term P of jd6 jd5<R (5, 6) 
where dr. (r=5, 6) denotes the integration over the zero-modes (p, a, co), the 8p-integration has come from the projector P 5, and the measure factor .5'ri p (8p, T) is given by In particular, we ha ve ap = a5 = -a6. Then the Jacobi identity, which is the cancellation among the three terms of w-plane shown in Fig. 2 .
ii) The Neumann coefficients M:;'!n and hence the 4-string vertex I VM > are smooth functions of w. They are common between the two terms of the Jacobi identity corresponding to the same point in the w-plane.
iii) The measure factors laMd8MI5I1 M admit (when D=26) an Cremmer and Gervais iv) The ghost prefactor GIGI is also equal (up to sign) between the two terms since GI sits at the interaction point_ The sign factors can be confirmed to be suitable ones for the cancellation. § 3. Why and how does the Jacobi identity break down?
In this section we shall examine the Jacobi identity on the basis of the expression (2·2). We adopt the gauge (2·8), and take the 4-th string with r=4 as the string with an infinitesimal string-length a4= 6-> O.
First, we need some formulae concerning the Mandelstam mapping. The 4-string configuration has two interaction points z± on the z-plane:
with LI given by
In the example of the breakdown of the Jacobi identity mentioned in § 1, the zero string-length limit was taken first in the vertex to which r is attached and then this vertex was connected to the other vertex. This procedure just corresponds to carrying out the naive Laurent expansion with respect to 6 (more precisely t/al,z) in the present analysis. This expansion gives to order 6 z
with
A=al(l-w)-azw (we keep al and az fixed and express a3 as a3=-al-az-6).
In the calculation of the various quantities in Eq. (2·2), the p-coordinates of the interaction points are necessary. The 6-expansion of them yields
where :I o=atln(aI/(al + az» + azln( -az/(al + az» and B=al(l-w)z+ a2w z . We also present the difference of p(z±) for later use:
Equations (3· 3) ~ (3·5) already show the failure of the naive 6-expansion in the neighborhood of the point w=wo=al/(al +az) where A=O. Note that at W=Wo the two interaction points z± coincide to the lowest order in the 6-expansion. We are interested in the breakdown of the Jacobi identity when one of the four legs of the identity (see Fig. 1 ) is connected to a particular state r with vanishing string-length and momentum, i.e., !d44<r(4)IJacobi identity (1: 2, 3, 4»1-4.
The state Ir(p, a, co» has N FP = -2, anti-hermitian r t = -r, has zero-mode depen-dence oD(p)o(a) Co and is subject to the constraint g: r=r. In order to treat a general r having this property, we take as <rl of (3·6) the "generating state",3)
and keep only those terms which contain one more Jr. than X.
3.1. The measure factor 511
Substitution of Eq. (3'5) and the E-expansion formula of ReMo'"o'" , Eq. (B·16) in Appendix B, into Eq. (3·8) yields 511 on the boundary line T=ReLIp=O:
with To~Re9' o=adnlall +a2lnla21-(al +a2)lnlal + a21.
Of course, we get the same equation (3·9) irrespectively of from which region we approach the boundary line T=O. However, the singularity A-2 cx:(w-WO)-2 at w =wo in Eq. (3·9) is a non-integrable one, and it is one of the origins of the breakdown of the Jacobi identity. The meaning is as follows. Since this singular term in 511 is m~ltiplied by 1/10, it turns out that we have only to keep the EO term of LIp (3-5) in carrying out the eM integration in (2·2). Note that LIpl€=o= -9' 0+ adnw+ a2ln(w-1) is essentially the Mandelstam mapping of the 3-string configuration and hence the T =ReLIp=Oline in the w-plane is now given by Fig. 3 (d. Fig. 2 ). This LIpl€=o is 
and it is related to eM
where ~M is negative, and ~M~ -0 on the T=O boundary. From Eqs, (3'10) and (3 ·11), we have
where use has been made of the formula Im(x+ ia)-l= -Jra(x) (a~ +0). The point is that this a-function term cannot cancel one another on the LHS of the Jacobi identity since the three integrations aMfd8M (M=P, Q, R) contribute with the same sign: (3Jr/2) X (2+ 1 + 1)=6Jr (note that the 8p integration has two "interaction points" 80(P) while the 8p and 8R integrations have only one (see Fig. 3 ). On the other hand, the 0(1/ j LIp) terms cancel one another since they are integrable with respect to aM8M~ -iLlp.
For later use, we rewrite Eq. (3·9) in a simpler form:
where a3= -al -az in ,u(l, 2, 3), and the dots ... denote the integrable 1/t term and the (in general non-integrable) higher order terms.
The ghost pre/actor
The same kind of a-function singularity arises also from the ghost prefactor G(z+)G(z-) multiplying the 4-stringvertex (see Eq. (2'2) ). Here, G(z±) represent the ghost pre-factor at the interaction points z=z± in the z-plane, that is, G(z-) is toe ghost pre-factor of the 3-string vertex to which <r (4) In order to analyze the singularity, we have to rewrite G(z±) in terms of the creation operators alone. Acting the ghost coordinate,
on the expEFPlo> part of the 4-string vertex I V(l-4; w», we get the following expression in terms of the creation oscillators alone: (3 ·15) N cite that this replacement :::} is not exact. It neglects the terms which arise by acting with %Yo(r) of (3'14) on a(~ryo(r») in the 4-string vertex (2'4). However, these terms turn out not to contribute to the Jacobi identity anomaly.
The creation oscillator expression (3 ·15) (with (Jr = (J/r») is still not very convenient to study the sirigularity at w = Wo since the coefficient of y~±d(S) is an infinite summation. Fortunately, as shown in Appendix C, (3 ·15) at the interaction point admits the following expression: 
Jacobi identity anomaly
Let us collect the results of the previous subsections to obtain the Jacobi identity anomaly. For this purpose, we have to keep the lie term and the singular Re(I/Llp) X 
EO term in the inner-product <j, A, XI G(z+)G(z-)I VM(1-4; w». From the Eexpansion formulae of the Neumann coefficients and ]n(±)(r) (3·18) given in Appendices
Band C respectively, we can convince ourselves that these two kinds of terms have contributions only from
where G(z±) which survive the contraction in (3·21) now consist solely of r£±,l(r) with r*4. Then using Eq. (3·l3) and the fact that we can put G(z-)= G(z+) for the first term of (3· 21),we have *) G(z-) has the expression (3·17) with z+ in (3'18) replaced by z-(see Eq. (C·8)). However, it is not very convenient for estimating the singularity at W = Woo
5iiMIT=OX jd44<j, A, XIG(z+)G(z-)1 VM(1-4; w»
where K(j, A, X) is given by
K(j, A,X)=~·~ hnh m (lnmjn(±). jm(±)+ nAn(±) Xm(±») ,
±n,m;"ln+m 2 and it originates from
where a3= -al -a2 on the RHS, and the dots'" denote the integrable 6 term and (in general non-integrable) higher order terms.
The Jacobi identity anomaly is obtained by carrying out the BM integration of (3·22) and summing over M=P, Q, R:
where use has been made of
Eq. (3·12)). The meaning of I V(l, 2, 3»/a(~rar) would be evident. Note that there is a contribution to the anomaly also from the lit term of (3·22) since we have ~MaM = -26 (see Eq. (2·9)). One might think it strange that the lit term in Eq. (3·22) cannot cancel completely in the Jacobi identity in spite of the fact that it is nonsingular. To understand this matter, let us recall how the sign difference necessary for the cancellation in the Jacobi identity is supplied when a4=6 is finite (see § IV of Ref . 1)). First, the cancellation between the P and Q integrations and that between P and R in Fig. 2 are owing to the sign difference of aM. Second, the cancellation between the Q and R integrations in Fig. 2(a) and that between P itself in Fig. 2 
Another example
In the examples of the Jacobi identity anomaly discussed above and in Appendix A, the linear operators NFp-a(%a) and U(±) (see Appendix A) both contain a(%a) originating from aft which existed in the operators but has disappeared after averaging over E= ±0.3) One might wonder whether the Jacobi identity breaks down whenever the corresponding linear operator contains a(O!oa) and hence is the next-toleading order term in the E-expansion. In this subsection we present an example where this is not the case.
Consider Af.lV given by
This Af.lV is interpretable as a stringy local gauge transformation parameter which effects the coordinate transformation oxp=o/x v . The linear operator Wf.l V corresponding to Af.l V ,
is given by (3·28)
and U(±) is defined by Eq. (A ·2).
This W flV contains a(%a). Nonetheless, it annihilates the 3-string vertex, and Eq. (A· 3). (A proof of Eq. (3·31) is found in Refs. 6) and 7).) Therefore, the Jacobi identity is not violated for A PLI . We may understand this example by deriving a formula like Eq. (3·25). There are two points that are different from the previous case. i) Since the p-dependence of  APLI(p, a, co) is given by (a/apLl)(]D(p) , we have to take terms proportional to P4L1, and ii) we have to keep only those terms which have odd powers of the source jp(±). In order to fulfill these two requirements, we have to prepare from IJacobi identity> the term as..±jP(4)P4 L1 whose coefficient is of the form a+ bERe(l/Llp). From the E-expansion formula of the Neumann coefficients given in Appendix B, we see that the only candidate term comes from (1/2)~±~n;"lM~;;as..t)(4)·p4 in Ex (2·5) (d. Eq. (B·8) ). Namely, in the present case we have to multiply the RHS of Eq. (3·22) by ~±~n;"dn(±)Llhn[1-(t/4)Re(1/Llp)]. Repeating the calculation in Eq. (3·25), the anomaly formula applicable to the case of APLI reads
where <j, A, X;)./I is given by Eq. (3.7) except its p-dependence which is now (ajapLl) (]D(p), and we have kept only those terms which contain odd number of jn P (±). The Jacobi identity anomaly for A PLI corresponds to the term jrP(+) X 1 (-) +H'H X 1 (+) in Eq. (3·32), which, however, is missing. § 4. Correct treatment near w= wo As seen from Eqs. (3·3)~(3·5), the radius of convergence of the naive E-expansion is Iw-wol<jlt/al,21, and the use of this naive E-expansion around w=wo has resulted in the breakdown of the Jacobi identity. Then, what is the correct treatment of the region near w=wo when It/al,21=la4/al,21~1? It is as follows.
Let us consider the region Iw-wol:S jlt/al,21 and introduce a new variable
Then z± may be expanded as a series in IE which is valid in a region including v=O (w=wo): In Fig. 4 
Note that (4·4) coincides with (3·9) to the lowest order in E when Ivl-HXl •
One might be afraid that 5li (4' 4) is singular at the points v = ± i (where the two interaction points coincide) and that this leads to the Jacobi identity anomaly. In order to show that this is not the case, we express v on the T=O line as v=icos¢ (although this parametrization covers only a part of the T=O line, i.e., the line Rev =0 (lImvl::;;l), the result is the same even when we approach v=i along the other two T=O lines) .. Then we have In this paper we have traced the origin of the Jacobi identity anomaly which arises in relation to pre-geometrical SFT. The anomaly is due to the naive Laurent expansion with respect to t/111,2, which starts with (t/111,2)"'1 and diverges when the interaction points of the two 3-string vertices coincide. We have also presented a way of correctly treating the Jacobi identity when ic/al,21<{::1.
Fortunately, the Jacobi identity anomaly discussed in this paper does not do direct harm to the classical solution 7f!0= -(l/2)QBr of pre-geometrical SFT since this Iflo is free from anomaly. However, every string functional generated from Jj, A, Using these formulae we can calculate the E-expansion of M;;~ used in the text. In the following, i) we omit the phase factor exp( -in8r -im8s) with Br= O"P)+const multiplying M;;~ since it can be absorbed into the projector P in the vertex, and ii) the indices n, m and r, s of the Neumann coefficients should be understood to be in the range n, m ~ 1 and r, s = 1, 2, 3 unless written explicitly.
First, we give the three with explicit expressions:
nm n+m 
